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Abstract
In investigating the consequences of the institution of slavery on southern society of United States of America; the investigators come across a significant number of resources available that document slaves experience under the system. Slave narratives are criticized and kept aside for a long time. However, later scholars have come to know that these narratives play a vital role in reconstructing the history of antebellum south. Major themes in these slave narratives help in understanding the peculiar institution slavery. During the rise of the abolitionist movement, a large number of slave narratives are written and published. Twentieth-century published works, also give comprehensive information about the lives of slaves and slaveholders in the period before the Civil War.
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Until the Depression era slave narratives outnumbered novels written by African Americans. Some of the classic texts of American literature, including the two most influential nineteenth-century American novels, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) and Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn (1884), and such prize-winning contemporary novels as William Styron’s The Confessions of Nat Turner (1967), and Toni Morrison's
Beloved (1987), bear the direct influence of the slave narrative. Usually the antebellum slave narrator portrays slavery as a condition of extreme physical, intellectual, emotional, and spiritual deprivation, a kind of hell on earth. In the decades leading up to the American Civil War, the Antebellum Period was a complicated era largely defined by brutal slavery in the South. Remembers the user's selected language version of a website. Session. HTTP. country. allthatsinteresting.com. The cookie determines the preferred language and country-setting of the visitor - This allows the website to show content most relevant to that region and language. Session.